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ABSTRACT

Many blockchain-based cryptocurrencies provide users with online blockchain explorers for viewing online transaction data. However, traditional blockchain explorers mostly present transaction information in textual and tabular forms. Such forms make understanding cryptocurrency transaction mechanisms difficult for novice users (NUsers). They are also insufficiently informative for experienced users (EUsers) to recognize advanced transaction information. This study introduces a new online cryptocurrency transaction data viewing tool called SilkViser. Guided by detailed scenario and requirement analyses, we create a series of appreciating visualizations, such as paper ledger-inspired block and blockchain visualizations and ancient copper coin-inspired transaction visualizations, to help users understand cryptocurrency transaction mechanisms and recognize advanced transaction information. We also provide a set of lightweight interactions to facilitate easy and free data exploration. Moreover, a controlled user study is conducted to quantitatively evaluate the usability and effectiveness of SilkViser. Results indicate that SilkViser can satisfy the requirements of NUsers and EUsers. Our visualization designs can compensate for the inexperience of NUsers in data viewing and attract potential users to participate in cryptocurrency transactions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Exponential growth of the cryptocurrency community has been witnessed in recent years since the first real-world Bitcoin transaction occurred in 2010 [7]. Novel types of cryptocurrencies are being continuously created. Millions of people are rushing to participate in cryptocurrency transactions and to hold on to cryptocurrency assets. As of June 2019, the number of different cryptocurrencies available on the Internet has reached over 1,900 [11]. Bitcoin, as the world’s first and largest cryptocurrency, has more than 7 million active users. Moreover, 60% of Americans have heard of Bitcoin and approximately 5% own Bitcoin assets [12].

Cryptocurrencies are commonly built upon variations of blockchain technology. A blockchain acts as a public decentralized ledger for validating and recording transactions that ever happened on the blockchain, and the generated transaction data is publicly accessible to everyone. In 2010, Bitcoin released the first open-source web tool, called Blockchain Explorer [6], to help people view their Bitcoin transaction data online. This tool has become an informal standard in the cryptocurrency community. Using Blockchain Explorer as a reference, numerous cryptocurrencies have launched their blockchain explorers, such as Zcash Blockchain Explorer [16] and Litecoin Block Explorer [13], to provide online transaction data viewing services.

Most blockchain explorers present information about blocks, transactions, and addresses in transaction data in textual and tabular forms. However, the shortcomings of only using such presentation forms have emerged from two major aspects: unfriendliness for novice users (NUsers) and insufficient informativeness for experienced users (EUsers). The transaction systems of cryptocurrencies completely differ from those of fiat currencies. For NUsers who are interested in cryptocurrencies but lack experience in cryptocurrency transactions, viewing transaction data through blockchain explorers are a natural step toward understanding necessary concepts (e.g., blockchain, block, and six-confirmation) and processes (e.g., mining, coin mixing, and chain-forming) related to operating mechanisms of cryptocurrency transaction systems. However, the textual and tabular presentations of transaction data are minimally helpful in deepening their understanding for an easy beginning of participating in cryptocurrency transactions. EUsers who are skilled in operating explorers (i.e., clients, miners, and managers), propose new requirements for recognizing advanced information in daily trading. For example, users frequently inquire which inputs or outputs are important in a transaction, miners are highly interested in the fee distribution of transactions in a block, and managers should know the recent generating trends of blocks and transactions. However, such information cannot be effectively presented in textual and tabular forms.

This study proposes to introduce visualization techniques into traditional blockchain explorers to overcome the two aforementioned shortcomings. Adopting the practice of the cryptocurrency Silubium [1] in upgrading its blockchain explorer, namely, SilkViewer [1], as background, we design a new blockchain explorer, called SilkViser [1], for the online viewing of the Silubium transaction data. SilkViser consists of four levels of web pages (i.e., blockchain, block, transaction, and address pages). Each web page uses a set of appreciating visualizations to help users intuitively understand relevant concepts and processes and visually recognize essential and advanced information about four types of objects (i.e., blockchain, block, transaction, and address objects) abstracted from the Silubium transaction data. For example, we adopt the metaphor of a string of paper ledgers to design a blockchain visualization and a block glyph in the blockchain page to explain concepts related to the blockchain and blocks and to illustrate the chain-forming and block-confirming processes, we use a copper coin-inspired glyph design to encode four essential information fields of a transaction in the block page, we design a coin-Sankey diagram in the transaction page to explain the concepts of coin mixing and highlight important inputs and outputs in a transaction. Moreover, we provide a set of lightweight interactions in SilkViser to support easy and free data viewing, mainly including brushing and sorting interactions as well as two web page exploring modes (i.e., hierarchical and query exploring modes).

The entire design processing of SilkViser is conducted in a user-centered way and considers adaptability to other cryptocurrencies. For the user-centered design, we initially conducted a series of
Visualization has become an increasingly important research area which has elicited increasing concerns among a wide range of researchers due to their accessibility. Several researchers have attempted to evaluate and compare core characteristics of cryptocurrencies, such as decentralization [51], anonymity [27, 36, 47], and security [37, 52], through transaction data analysis. For example, Gencer et al. [28] evaluated the decentralization level of Bitcoin and Ethereum by adapting decentralization metrics to transaction data. Moser et al. [44] compared the anonymity of three different Bitcoin coin-mixing services based on Bitcoin transaction data analysis. Some researchers have become interested in user transaction behavior patterns. For example, Ron and Shamir [48] analyzed typical user behavior patterns of acquiring and spending Bitcoins. Meiklejohn et al. [42] introduced heuristic clustering algorithms to identify transaction addresses that may belong to the same user. Security is another popular research topic in blockchain data analysis. For example, Vasek and Moore [52] investigated financial fraud in Bitcoin transactions. Lim et al. [37] pointed out the risks that cryptocurrency transaction systems suffer from cyberattacks.

An exchange is an organized market wherein tradable cryptocurrencies are sold and bought with effective safety regulations. The analysis of exchange data provides people with a comprehensive understanding of trading market developments and timely warnings of transaction risks [43]. For example, Kiran et al. [35] and Gronwald et al. [29] analyzed and featured the price fluctuations of Bitcoin exchanges through exchange data analysis. Athey et al. [17] developed a data-driven model for predicting the variation tendency of Bitcoin price. Researchers have also analyzed other types of blockchain data, such as social media data collected from online cryptocurrency communities [33] and questionnaire data surveyed from Bitcoin users [22].

Several researchers conducted statistical analysis on blockchain data and adopted statistical diagrams to explain their results. Elbahrawy et al. [24] used statistical diagrams to present the market share distribution and the turnover of important cryptocurrencies since April 2013 based on exchange data analysis. Lischke and Fabian [39] used statistical diagrams to depict evolution patterns of the Bitcoin economy in business categories, such as gambling, donation, and vendors. Bitnodes [10] and Wizbit [14] are tools that can present the popularity of Bitcoin worldwide in the forms of 2D and 3D world maps, respectively. In addition, a number of websites, which combine transaction and exchange data, have launched visual dashboards [5, 8, 9, 15] that show the asset rankings and price fluctuations of various cryptocurrencies.

Some enthusiasts of blockchain and visualization technologies have proposed interesting information visualizations and animations to demonstrate the generation process of Bitcoin blocks and transactions. For example, Interact [3] introduced an emerging bubble chart to present the generation of new transactions, in this chart, bubble color is deduced from transaction hash and bubble size indicates transaction size. BitBonkers [2] introduced a dropping pearl animation. When a new transaction or a new block is generated, a colored ball or cube is lively dropped on a fixed plate, providing users with a vivid feast. BitcoinCity [4] presented a novel city metaphor in which the primary chain of a cryptocurrency is represented by an urban avenue, and transactions or blocks are represented by various buildings along the avenue.

Current visual analysis approaches mainly focus on exploring user transaction behaviors and analyzing transaction anomalies. Batista et al. [18] designed a tailored flowchart to analyze Bitcoin transactions and illustrate suspicious Bitcoin capital flows. McGinn et al. [40] proposed a force-directed graph visualization to explore unexpected high-frequency transaction patterns in the Bitcoin transaction network. Pham and Lee [46] created collaborative Bitcoin transaction graphs to detect illegal and fraudulent transactions and related suspects. Chawathe and Sudarshan [50] introduced a visual tool based on self-organizing maps to facilitate the detection of fraudulent activities and the diagnosis of anonymity and traceability of Bitcoin transactions. BlockChainVis [20] is a multi-view visual analytic tool that allows users to filter and select the desired part of Bitcoin transactions and then interactively explore correlation patterns of different roles in Bitcoin transactions. Yue et al. [61] provided a mature and complete visual analysis system called BitExTract, which can analyze and compare the evolutionary transaction patterns of Bitcoin exchanges among exchange markets. Xia et al. [32] presented an interactive visual analytics system that supports surveillance of the mining pool and de-anonymization by visual reasoning. Isenberg et al. [30, 34] developed a series of interactive visual interfaces for analyzing transaction histories of individual entities and financial activities on the Bitcoin transaction network.

The difference between the aforementioned studies and our work can be summed up in two aspects. First, the previous approaches of visual analysis and statistical analysis are geared toward data analysts, but our work is designed for general users who might not have an IT background. Second, the previous information visualization approaches illustrate only one or two relevant concepts and are independent of blockchain explorers, but our work integrates visual illustrations of concepts and processes related to the blockchain, blocks, transactions, and addresses into a blockchain explorer.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Blockchain Data Analysis

Cryptocurrency transaction data is a major type of blockchain data, which has elicited increasing concerns among a wide range of researchers due to their accessibility. Several researchers have attempted to evaluate and compare core characteristics of cryptocurrencies, such as decentralization [51], anonymity [27, 36, 47], and security [37, 52], through transaction data analysis. For example, Gencer et al. [28] evaluated the decentralization level of Bitcoin and Ethereum by adapting decentralization metrics to transaction data. Moser et al. [44] compared the anonymity of three different Bitcoin coin-mixing services based on Bitcoin transaction data analysis. Some researchers have become interested in user transaction behavior patterns. For example, Ron and Shamir [48] analyzed typical user behavior patterns of acquiring and spending Bitcoins. Meiklejohn et al. [42] introduced heuristic clustering algorithms to identify transaction addresses that may belong to the same user. Security is another popular research topic in blockchain data analysis. For example, Vasek and Moore [52] investigated financial fraud in Bitcoin transactions. Lim et al. [37] pointed out the risks that cryptocurrency transaction systems suffer from cyberattacks.

An exchange is an organized market wherein tradable cryptocurrencies are sold and bought with effective safety regulations. The analysis of exchange data provides people with a comprehensive understanding of trading market developments and timely warnings of transaction risks [43]. For example, Kiran et al. [35] and Gronwald et al. [29] analyzed and featured the price fluctuations of Bitcoin exchanges through exchange data analysis. Athey et al. [17] developed a data-driven model for predicting the variation tendency of Bitcoin price. Researchers have also analyzed other types of blockchain data, such as social media data collected from online cryptocurrency communities [33] and questionnaire data surveyed from Bitcoin users [22].

Visualization has become an increasingly important research area due to its wide range of applications in many disciplines [19, 23, 25, 26, 31, 38, 41, 53–60, 62]. Recently, the visualization and visual analytics community is eliciting considerable interests in blockchain data presentation and analysis, leading to several pioneering studies [45]. We introduce them from the perspectives of using statistical diagrams, information visualizations, and visual analytics.

3 SCENARIO AND DATA ABSTRACTION

3.1 Motivating scenario

Silubium [1] is a currency that is exchanged only in digital form and maintained by a peer-to-peer network with open membership. Silubium is technically derived from Bitcoin; thus, it retains Bitcoin’s basic characteristics. Meanwhile, it widely adopts the essential features of other cryptocurrencies, such as the smart contract function
in Ethereum. Its monetary unit is notated by SLU, and the primary chain is called Silkchain.

Silubium provides an HTML5 web tool, called SilkViewer [1], to enable its clients to view the Silubium transaction data. SilkViewer’s design is mostly referenced from Blockchain Explorer [6], the most popular open-source online viewing tool for the Bitcoin transaction data. SilkViewer’s interface lists the 10 latest transactions and 10 blocks in real-time and allows clients to search for a historical block or transaction by inputting keywords. All real-time and historical information is presented in textual and tabular forms.

However, SilkViewer’s shortcomings have emerged from two major aspects: unfriendliness for NUsers and insufficient informativeness for EUsers. A revision plan was recently launched by Silubium’s founders and managers. They aimed to update the back-end data process functions of SilkViewer and integrate visualization techniques into its front-end interface to satisfy the newly emerged user requirements. We were invited to participate in the revision plan, responsible for data abstraction, requirement analysis, visualization design, and evaluation.

3.2 Data Abstraction

The Silubium transaction data is a kind of multi-object, multi-attribute tabular data that holds all transaction information from the beginning until the present. In general, the data contains four types of objects: blockchain, block, transaction, and address. Each object has several or even dozens of basic information fields. The four objects form a four-level hierarchical structure. In particular, a blockchain is a chain of linked blocks. A block generally records many transactions, and a transaction may involve multiple participating addresses. The concepts associated with the forming processes related to the four objects are keys to understanding the Silubium transaction system. Most cryptocurrencies, including Bitcoin and Ethereum, also share these concepts and processes. We briefly introduce the important concepts and processes as follows.

(1) Address: An address is a cryptographic identifier presented by a 56-character encrypted string and regarded as an individual Silubium account. A Silubium client commonly possesses more than one account that can be used as inputs to send SLU or outputs to receive SLU.

(2) Transaction and coin mixing: A transaction presented by a 64-character encrypted string is inputs and outputs, and each input or output is associated with an SLU amount. When a transaction involves multiple inputs, the inputting SLU is mixed by the Silubium transaction system to unlink input and output addresses. Such a coin-mixing service improves the anonymity of cryptocurrency transactions.

(3) Block: A block is a digital account book that records a collection of transactions issued within a certain time interval (2 min by default in Silubium) and occupies a certain amount of storage space (maximum 8 MB by default in Silubium). A newly generated block is broadcast through the network and validated by each network node.

(4) Chain and chain-forming: A blockchain is a sequence of blocks that is gradually formed by each new block linked to the previous block (further reinforcing the validity of all previous blocks), except for the genesis block. A blockchain functions as a public ledger because it maintains the integrity of all the transaction records and a copy of which can be maintained at each network node.

(5) Confirming and six-confirmation: Confirming is a process in which a block is continuously validated. Once a new block is validated by the entire network, it gains its first confirmation. When a subsequent block is linked to this block, the confirmation number of this block is added. When the confirmation number reaches six or more, this block and all the transactions it contains are computationally infeasible to modify.

(6) Mining and mining reward: Mining refers to the process in which network nodes, called miners, solve increasingly difficult computation problems to validate new transactions and pack them into a new block. Nodes that complete successful mining are rewarded. Block reward comes from two sources. The first source is the transaction fees from all the transactions in the new block. Second, the system automatically mints a certain amount of block subsidy (newly available digital currency) for each new block generation.

4 USER REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN PRINCIPLES

4.1 Design Requirements

We interviewed seven individuals, including two domain experts, two EUsers, and three NUers, to understand how users use SilkViewer and identify opportunities to improve SilkViewer. We identified the following three major design requirements of SilkViser based on the feedback gathered in the interviews.

DR1: Essential information refinement and advanced information extraction. The abstraction of the Silubium transaction data has obtained four types of objects with numerous information fields. Empirically, many fields are trivial for users’ daily data viewing. NUers and EUsers expect SilkViser to mainly display essential information fields. Meanwhile, EUsers want to obtain advanced information (e.g., trends and distributions) of the four types of objects from the data.

DR2: Visual illustrations of important concepts and processes. NUers hope that SilkViser could adopt appropriate visual metaphors and design intuitive visual glyphs to encode the essential information of the four types of objects. These visual information encodings can help them understand important concepts and processes for an easy beginning in participating in Silubium transactions.

DR3: Visual presentations of advanced information. The advanced information that EUsers focus on is mostly about various trends and distributions related to the four types of objects. Such information is difficult to effectively convey using traditional textual and tabular forms. EUsers hope that SilkViser could adopt appropriate visualization diagrams to present advanced information to help them accurately and efficiently recognize such information.

4.2 Design Principles

We also summarized three design principles that we should adopt in SilkViser design. The principles are as follows.

DP1: Considering the independence and relevance of data objects. The four types of objects, namely, blockchain, block, transaction, and address, play different roles in the Silubium transaction system. Meanwhile, the four objects are correlated with one another and form a hierarchical relational structure. The design of SilkViser should enable users to immediately realize the independence and relevance of the four types of objects.

DP2: Integrating tabular and visual presentations. Most EUsers are accustomed to SilkViewer’s textual and tabular interface. We should respect their habits and still show the majority of essential information in tabular forms. On this basis, we should adopt visualizations to present the newly extracted advanced information and illustrate important concepts and processes. This approach enables EUsers to smoothly transit from SilkViewer to SilkViser.

DP3: Using familiar visual metaphors and lightweight interactions. SilkViser will be used by various users, and most of them lack experience in advanced visualization systems. SilkViser should consider their mental maps and use familiar metaphors and easy-to-use interactions to reduce difficulty in using the system.

5 SILKVISER DESIGN

In this section, we first introduce SilkViser’s data processing and overall design, and then detail the visualization designs of each web page. Figure 1 provides an overview of SilkViser.
5.1 Data Processing
We conduct a three-step data process for data abstraction. First, we identify the four types of objects. Second, we refine the essential information from basic data fields in accordance with the feedback gathered during the interviews. Lastly, we extract advanced information related to each object from the transaction data. The descriptions of the extracted essential and advanced information of the four types of objects are provided in the supplementary materials.

5.2 Overall Interface Design
In the overall interface design, we answer several important design questions. The questions include the following: What is the preferred color scheme for the user interface? What visual experience do we hope the color scheme will convey to users? How many levels of functional web pages should be provided in SilkViser? What types of exploring mode should be used in the web pages? We decide to use navy blue, sky blue, and aged paper yellow as the interface’s main colors to convey a combinational sense of reliability, high-technology, and wealth in visual experience. Navy blue, which signifies the sea and evokes an emotion of extensity and reliability, is used as the frame color of the user interface. Sky blue, which symbolizes advanced technologies, is used to highlight functional buttons and navigational texts on the interface. Aged paper yellow is derived from gold and long-stored paper ledgers. It evokes a sense of wealth and history.

In accordance with DP1, we decide to design four web pages: blockchain, block, transaction, and address pages. Each web page presents the information of a principal object and a number of correlated subordinate objects to form a hierarchical exploring mode. For example, the principal object of the block page is a certain block, and the correlated subordinate objects are the transactions packaged in the block. The principal object of the transaction page is a certain transaction, and the correlated subordinate objects are the addresses that participate in this transaction. In this manner, users can select an interesting subordinate object on a web page and then jump to the next-level web page that considers the interesting subordinate object as its principal object. Moreover, we provide a query exploring mode to enable users to directly access the web page that corresponds to a block, a transaction, or an address via keyword search. The two exploring modes can be used jointly during data viewing.

5.3 Blockchain Page Design
The blockchain page, as the homepage of SilkViser, presents the essential information of the blockchain (the principal object of this page) and the latest blocks (the subordinate objects of this page). This page is required to explain the concepts and processes related to blockchain and block objects (DR2) and to visualize the advanced information of the blockchain (DR3).

Visual metaphor design for the blockchain. Visually explaining a set of concepts (e.g., the blockchain, blocks, and their relationship) and processes (e.g., chain-forming and block confirming) related to the blockchain and block objects in the middle area of the blockchain page is challenging. Inspired by the traditional manner of accounting, we adopt the metaphor of a string of paper ledgers (Figure 3(a)) to address this design challenge. Before computers were used for accounting, a company or an organization had to write down the amounts of money it spent and received on paper ledgers. These ledgers were then strung together in chronological order and hung in the ledger room for easy access. The use of this metaphor design has two major benefits. First, using this metaphor can evoke natural associations between the users’ mental map and domain knowledge of cryptocurrencies (DP3). For example, a string of paper ledgers naturally conveys a scene of the chain, and a paper ledger on a string can be easily associated with a block with limited memory space for recording transactions. Second, aged paper ledgers provide a sense of history and reliability.

As shown in Figure 2, we use a yellow square, which is similar to an aged paper ledger, to represent a block. A dotted line with an arrow between two blocks, which is similar to the string used in paper ledgers, represents the successive relationship between blocks. The arrow pointing to the left indicates that a block always has a connected previous block. The length of a line denotes the time interval for generating two blocks. When a new block is generated, the leftmost square in the page is moved out of the screen and a new square is linked to the rightmost side. These design details can intuitively explain that the blockchain is formed by linking continuously generated blocks, which are represented as public ledgers for recording transaction information. We set that up to
six blocks can be shown in the page. Displaying the latest blocks (usually 5 ~ 20 blocks) in textual forms at homepages is a common way of blockchain explorers. This way can satisfy the requirement of most clients. We use the setting of displaying the latest 6 blocks because it benefits the illustration of the six-confirmation concept and process and also avoids visual clutter caused by showing too many blocks.

Visualization design for a block: In the visual metaphor, a square glyph is designed to represent the essential information and concepts related to the block object. As shown in Figure 3(b), the block glyph has three parts from top to bottom. The first part includes two conspicuous boxes at the top. The text on the left box shows the height of a block on Silkchain (i.e., the sequence number in the entire chain), which is similar to an ID label on the cover of a paper ledger. The text on the right box indicates the current confirmation number of a block. This confirmation number benefits the illustration of the six-confirmation process. The second part shows a list of texts in the middle that indicate the generation time of a block, the block hash, and the previous block hash. The third part includes three bands with embedded texts and filled areas that represent three important statistical information of a block: number of transactions, block size, and block reward. Moreover, the color intensity of a block is a double encoding of the six-confirmation process. Dark color indicates a high amount of confirmation.

Figure 3(c−e) present several design alternatives that have been evaluated. The plain textual and tabular form of the first alternative (Figure 3(c)) is monotonous and unfocused. The second alternative (Figure 3(d)) introduces several visual elements, including a dog-ear at the top left corner to vivify the interface, a computer icon at the top right corner to show the height of a block, and a scatterplot at the bottom to represent transactions. However, the dog-ear and computer icon not only waste space but also do not concur with the metaphor’s retro style. The scatterplot can be subject to serious visual clutter if a block has numerous transactions. The third alternative (Figure 3(e)) uses burring edges to evoke a sense of retro style, which is maintained in the final design. However, the paper clip at the top right corner may lead to a misunderstanding that the glyph presents multiple blocks. The final design (Figure 3(b)) has three advantages. First, the overall design is simple and intuitive. Second, the three-part layout is visually coordinated with the layout of the home page. Third, the three parts use diverse visual elements, making it easy for users to recognize different information. Other visualization design alternatives in the blockchain page are provided in the supplementary materials.

Visualization of advanced information of the blockchain. The bottom area of the blockchain page visualizes the advanced information of Silkchain. EUers want to know the daily generation trends of blocks and transactions in the last 3 months. We use a compounded line and bar chart with double y-axes to satisfy the requirement. As shown in Figure 2, the x-axis presents the last 3 months by day, and the y-axes on the left and right represent the number of generated blocks and transactions per day, respectively. The line inside the
The block page aims to provide users with three types of information related to a block, namely, the essential information of the block (i.e., the principal object of this page), the list of transactions (i.e., the subordinate objects of this page) in the block, and the explanation of the one-to-many relationship between block and transaction objects (DR2) and the visualization of the advanced information of a block (DR3), including the distributions of fees, the number of addresses, and the sizes of transactions in a block.

**Layout design.** The block web page is vertically divided into three functional areas to present the three types of information, as shown in Figure 4. The top area uses a vertical two-column table to display the names and values of the essential information fields of a block. The bottom area lists all the transactions in the block in a paging horizontal table with five columns, namely, the ID of a transaction (TxHash), the number of inputs (In_addr) and outputs (Out_addr) in a transaction, the memory size occupied by a transaction (TxSize), and the fee of a transaction (TxFee). The middle area visually presents the third type of information.

This three-area layout design has two advantages. First, this design integrates tabular and visual forms in information presentation, and thus, is in line with DP2 and also helpful in immediately distinguishing the three types of information. Second, it is conducive to the expression of independence and relevance of block and transaction objects (DP1). The visualization area at the middle is a natural divider that allows users to intuitively feel that the two tabulations at the top and bottom areas represent two different types of objects. Meanwhile, the middle area uses visualizations to explain the one-to-many relationship between the block and transaction objects.

**glyph design of the block page.** A transaction glyph is designed in the middle area of this page to form a circle that represents transaction information for transaction comparison. The two key points in the glyph design are the simultaneous presentation of four essential information fields of a transaction (i.e., In_addr, Out_addr, TxSize, and TxFee) and the coordinated visual sense with the overall interface design. After producing several iterative designs and indepth discussions, a visual metaphor of copper coins from ancient China is adopted for this glyph design. Figure 5(a) shows a copper coin minted and circulated during the reign of Emperor Xianfeng (1831–1861). It has three components: a coin wheel, a coin body with mint marks, and a coin eye used for tying up coins with a string for easy carrying. Figure 5(b) illustrates the glyph design. The four information fields are encoded by utilizing the three components of a copper coin with three types of visual elements. We divide the coin wheel into two fillable rings along the vertical centerline. The left and right rings can be filled to a certain percentage with blue, representing In_addr and Out_addr, respectively. A large filled percentage indicates a high number of input or output addresses. We use the color of the coin body to encode TxFee. Dark bronze-yellow color indicates a high transaction fee. We associate the size of the coin eye with TxSize. A large coin eye indicates a large TxSize. In addition, the letters T and X fixed on the coin body indicate that this glyph represents a transaction. As shown in Figure 4, comparing the first and second coin glyphs, the first has a larger coin eye, but the second coin has a larger left ring, indicating that the first transaction occupies more memory in the block and the second transaction has more input addresses.

This glyph design has four advantages. First, the financial prop-
The address page is the last level of SilkViser pages. It presents the essential information of an address; the transactions in which this address participated; and the advanced statistical information of the address, including the balance variant trend and transaction participation trend of the address in the last 30 days. This page also adopts a three-area layout similar to the block page. The top area uses a vertical table to display the essential information of the address. The bottom area uses a paging horizontal table to list the transactions in which the address has participated. Users can select any transaction to proceed to the corresponding transaction page.
We recruited 23 NUsers (14 females and 9 males; aged 19–25 years; median: 20 years) and 22 EUsers (6 females and 16 males; aged 23–34 years; median: 28 years) for the formal study. The NUsers are undergraduate students majoring in finance and economics. They have no actual cryptocurrency transaction experience, but are highly interested in cryptocurrencies. The EUsers are SLU clients with at least 3 months of Silubium transaction experience and more than 10 transaction records. They exhibit a strong motivation to try out new tools. Each participant was compensated with 400 SLU.

We provided two experimental datasets, which were derived from the real-world Silubium transaction data in different periods. One period was from June 12, 2019 to September 10, 2019, with a total of 856,192 transactions as the training dataset. The other period was from March 15, 2019 to June 12, 2019, with a total of 841,193 transactions as the formal experiment dataset. The experimental apparatus was a Dell OptiPlex 7050 and a 23.8-inch screen with a resolution of 1920 × 1080. SilkViser was preloaded on the Google Chrome browser. The participants used a standard wired mouse and wired keyboard for interactions.

We conducted a user study to evaluate the usability and effectiveness of SilkViser. We invited a number of EUsers and NUsers to complete an objective questionnaire and a subjective questionnaire by using SilkViser to browse the Silubium transaction data. Examples of the subjective and objective questionnaires and usage cases of NUsers and EUsers are provided in the supplementary materials.

6 User Study

We conducted a user study to evaluate the usability and effectiveness of SilkViser. We invited a number of EUsers and NUsers to complete an objective questionnaire and a subjective questionnaire by using SilkViser to browse the Silubium transaction data. Examples of the subjective and objective questionnaires and usage cases of NUsers and EUsers are provided in the supplementary materials.

### 6.1 Participants, Data, and Apparatus

We recruited 23 NUsers (14 females and 9 males; aged 19–25 years; median: 20 years) and 22 EUsers (6 females and 16 males; aged 23–34 years; median: 28 years) for the formal study. The NUsers are undergraduate students majoring in finance and economics. They have no actual cryptocurrency transaction experience, but are highly interested in cryptocurrencies. The EUsers are SLU clients with at least 3 months of Silubium transaction experience and more than 10 transaction records. They exhibit a strong motivation to try out new tools. Each participant was compensated with 400 SLU.

We provided two experimental datasets, which were derived from the real-world Silubium transaction data in different periods. One period was from June 12, 2019 to September 10, 2019, with a total of 856,192 transactions as the training dataset. The other period was from March 15, 2019 to June 12, 2019, with a total of 841,193 transactions as the formal experiment dataset. The experimental apparatus was a Dell OptiPlex 7050 and a 23.8-inch screen with a resolution of 1920 × 1080. SilkViser was preloaded on the Google Chrome browser. The participants used a standard wired mouse and wired keyboard for interactions.

### 6.2 Experiment Procedure

The formal study had four sessions. In this section, we use a certain participant as an example to introduce the procedure.

**Introduction and demonstration.** For a certain participant, the instructor explained the purpose and procedure of the experiment and provided background knowledge. Then, the instructor introduced SilkViser’s interface and operations.

**Review and trial.** The instructor guided the participant to use SilkViser to browse the training dataset and answer the questionnaires. The participant was allowed to ask questions.

**Formal experiment and questionnaires.** The participant was asked to complete the objective questionnaire using the formal experiment dataset. The objective questionnaire contains 25 questions. The 25 questions can be categorized from three perspectives, namely, web page, information type, and exploring mode, as shown in Table 1. For the web page, the questions were divided into four groups under the four-level web pages. For information type, the questions were divided into three groups: essential information, advanced information, and related concepts. For exploring mode, the questions were divided into two groups, namely, the hierarchical and query exploring modes. After completing each objective question, the participant was required to use a five-point Likert scale ranging from 5 (strongly difficult/strongly confident) to 1 (strongly easy/strongly difficult) to measure the difficulty of this question and their confidence in answering. After completing the objective questionnaire, the participant was asked to fill the subjective questionnaire with 16 subjective questions (SQs). The first six SQs was used to rate the overall feelings toward SilkViser, including satisfaction, intuitiveness, informativeness, ease of use, effectiveness, and willingness. SQ7–SQ9 were used to rate the designs of the exploring modes, layout, and interactions. The other SQs were about the visualization designs of each web page.

### 6.3 Analysis of Results

#### 6.3.1 Analysis of objective questionnaire results

We completely recorded two objectives and two subjective metrics as the experimental results of the objective questionnaire. The objective metrics are the accuracy and time of each participant in completing each question. The subjective metrics are the easiness and confidence scores rated by each participant after completing each question. Our analytical approach included three aspects. (1) We calculated the means and standard deviations of the metrics of all the participants with respect to the questions grouped by the web page. The result is presented in Table 2. (2) We calculated the means and standard deviations of all the metrics of all the participants with respect to the questions categorized by exploring mode. The result is provided in Table 3. (3) We calculated the means and standard deviations of the metrics of two types of users (NUsers and EUsers) on each question. We also examined whether significant differences existed between the two types of users in the four metrics, as shown in Table 1. The significance analysis was conducted using nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis because the objective questionnaire results did not follow a normal distribution in accordance with the Shapiro–Wilk testing results. All the tests were performed under the level $p = 0.05$ for determining statistical significance.

**Result analysis by web page**

Objective questions Q1–Q7 were mainly about the blockchain page. As shown in the first row of Table 2, the participants obtained relatively high accuracy ($\mu = 0.90$) with high confidence ($\mu = 3.97$, $\sigma = 0.14$) on the seven questions, reflecting that the design of the blockchain page can effectively help them understand concepts and processes related to the blockchain and block objects and recognize the essential and advanced information of Silkchain and newly generated blocks. Moreover, the participants in the blockchain page performed the best in terms of the four metrics among the four web pages, as indicated in Table 2. Among the 45 participants, 36 mentioned that the blockchain page was highly impressive. Moreover, 28 participants said that they liked the paper ledger metaphor and the block glyph design, and 18 EUsers appreciated that the trend information can be directly viewed.

Q8–Q12 and Q17–Q21 were mostly related to the block page. As shown in Table 2, the participants obtained good accuracy ($\mu = 0.80$) and rated a high confidence score ($\mu = 3.83$, $\sigma = 0.22$) on the 10 questions. This result reflected that the designs of the block page can help participants recognize block-related information and understand the one-to-many relationship between the block and transaction objects. Furthermore, the accuracies of Q9 ($\mu = 0.60$), Q18 ($\mu = 0.66$), and Q20 ($\mu = 0.65$) were considerably lower than those of the other block page questions, as indicated in Table 1. Our observations and the participants’ feedback indicate that this result was mainly caused by imperfect question designs. Q9 and Q18 tested whether the participants can accurately identify three distributions related to all the transactions in the latest block. However, the latest block constantly changed and some participants encountered blocks with particularly ambiguous distributions. Q20 asked the participants to find a transaction that involved a large number of addresses in a given block. However, we failed to mention that addresses should simultaneously include inputs and outputs.

As shown in Table 2, the participants obtained relatively good accuracy ($\mu = 0.89$) with high confidence ($\mu = 3.80$, $\sigma = 0.14$) on the four questions (Q13, Q14, Q22, and Q23) related to the transaction page. The coin-Sankey diagram received highly positive comments from the participants. They agreed that this diagram can clearly explain the relationship between the transaction and address objects and help users identify important inputs and outputs.

**Interview.** After the formal study, we interviewed with the participant. He/she was encouraged to state the problems he/she encountered and his/her feelings as much as possible.
This result was highly interesting and worthy of an in-depth further analysis. Table 1: Results of mean accuracy, mean time, mean easiness score, and mean confidence score in solving each objective question. The 25 questions are categorized from three perspectives, namely, web page, information type (ES: essential information, AD: advanced information, and CP: concept and process), and exploring mode (H: hierarchical exploring mode and Q: query exploring mode). The colors indicate that significant differences exist between the EUsers and the NUsers. The winners are shown in dark blue, and the losers are shown in light blue. Using Q2 as an example, significant differences are found between the EUsers and the NUsers in terms of time, easiness, and confidence.

Table 1: Results of mean accuracy, mean time, mean easiness score, and mean confidence score in solving each objective question. The 25 questions are categorized from three perspectives, namely, web page, information type (ES: essential information, AD: advanced information, and CP: concept and process), and exploring mode (H: hierarchical exploring mode and Q: query exploring mode). The colors indicate that significant differences exist between the EUsers and the NUsers. The winners are shown in dark blue, and the losers are shown in light blue. Using Q2 as an example, significant differences are found between the EUsers and the NUsers in terms of time, easiness, and confidence.

Among the four web pages, the address page gained the worst accuracy ($\mu = 0.70, \sigma = 0.14$), as indicated in Table 2. We found that the participants obtained unsatisfactory accuracies on Q16 (accuracy: $\mu = 0.45$) and Q25 (accuracy: $\mu = 0.60$), as shown in Table 1. Q16 and Q25 asked the participants to judge the recent transaction trends of a certain address in the address page. The participants were allowed to freely select addresses to answer the two questions. Thus, some participants encountered addresses with ambiguous trends or no recent transactions.

(2) Result analysis by exploring mode.

As shown in Table 3, the query exploring mode is slightly better than the hierarchical exploring mode in terms of all four metrics. This result was highly interesting and worthy of an in-depth further study. First, this result did not indicate that the hierarchical exploring mode can be disregarded. The majority of NUsers confirmed that the hierarchical exploring mode helped them understand the four-level structure of the transaction data. Many EUsers said that the two exploring modes complemented each other during data viewing. Second, we had two preliminary interpretations for this result. (1) The questions regarding the query exploring mode provided the specific ID of a block, transaction, or address. Thus, the participants had a clear target and strong motivation. (2) The visual stimulations provided by the visualizations and received by the participants may gradually decline during the hierarchical browsing of the four levels of web pages.

(3) Result analysis by user type

In general, the 22 EUsers were more familiar with relevant knowledge and more skilled with operating SilkViser than the 23 NUsers. The EUsers should exhibit evident advantages in completing all the objective questions. The results in Table 1 indicated that significant differences between the two types of users were found in many questions in terms of time, easiness, and confidence. For example, Q2 inquired which information field in a block connects with the previous block. 8 EUsers said that they knew the correct answer even without looking at the options provided by Q2. Therefore, the EUsers should exhibit evident advantages in completing all the objective questions.

Table 2: Objective questionnaire results in terms of mean accuracy, mean time, mean easiness score, and mean confidence score by web page.

Table 3: Objective questionnaire results in terms of mean accuracy, mean time, mean easiness score, and mean confidence score by exploring mode (H: hierarchical exploring mode and Q: query exploring mode).

(3) Result analysis by user type

In general, the 22 EUsers were more familiar with relevant knowledge and more skilled with operating SilkViser than the 23 NUsers. The EUsers should exhibit evident advantages in completing all the objective questions. The results in Table 1 indicated that significant differences between the two types of users were found in many questions in terms of time, easiness, and confidence. For example, Q2 inquired which information field in a block connects with the previous block. 8 EUsers said that they knew the correct answer even without looking at the options provided by Q2. Therefore,
the EUsers significantly outperformed the NUsers in terms of time, easiness, and confidence. Q10 asked the participants to find the transaction with a high transaction fee in a block. The EUsers were more proficient than the NUsers in using brushing and sorting interactions to obtain the answer, resulting in the EUsers’ higher performance in terms of time, easiness, and confidence. However, no significant differences existed between the EUsers and the NUsers in terms of accuracy in all questions, indicating that our visual design can compensate for the inexperience of the NUsers to a certain extent in completing the questions.

Overall, the participants expressed that the block page caused the highest learning cost among all the designs. The results of SQ1–SQ6 indicated that the participants’ overall feelings toward SilkViser were relatively good. In particular, the rating result of SQ6 encouraged us. All the EUsers confirmed that they were willing to use SilkViser instead of SilkViewer. They commended that SilkViser had fully covered SilkViewer’s functions and satisfied their requirement for advanced information acquisition. Most of the NUsers stated that using SilkViser increased their confidence in participating in actual Slitium transactions. For SQ7–SQ9, the participants were generally satisfied with the exploring mode design, layout design, and interaction design. The results of SQ10–SQ16 indicated that the participants were generally satisfied with all the web pages. Among them, the blockchain page received the highest ratings. Nearly all the participants highly praised this page. Most of the participants liked the design of the coin-Sankey diagram in the transaction page. The block page design obtained a relatively low score. Some of the participants expressed that the block page caused the highest learning cost among all the designs.

8 Conclusion
This study presents a web tool for viewing blockchain-based cryptocurrency transaction data, called SilkViser. SilkViser adopts a number of appropriating designs with visual data presentations. The visualizations can help NUsers understand important concepts and processes in cryptocurrency transaction systems. The visualizations can also satisfy EUSers’ requirements for advanced information acquisition and improve their efficiency of viewing transaction data. We hope that SilkViser will inspire other cryptocurrency providers to create novel transaction data viewing tools or services. Moreover, SilkViser should increase the confidence of researchers, designers, and developers in the cryptocurrency community to apply visualization and visual analysis technologies to a wide range of scenarios in blockchain data presentation and analysis.
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